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Foothills Presbytery Area Highlights:

https://www.climaterealityproject.org/chapters

Across the country, everyday Americans are joining Climate Reality chapters and working together for practical
climate solutions and demanding a just transition in communities from sea to shining sea.
These friends, neighbors, and colleagues are bringing clean energy to their towns, advocating for ambitious
federal climate policies in the United States, standing strong in opposition to petrochemical development
projects, and so much more. Most of all, they’re working together to make a real difference for our planet where
it matters – and you can too!
Join a Climate Reality chapter today and join the fight for a sustainable, just, and equitable future.

South Carolina Upstate
The South Carolina Upstate Chapter is a dedicated group of over 500 climate activists hailing from ten counties.
The chapter began following the Climate Reality Leadership Corps training in Atlanta in 2019 and grew
substantially by organizing the Global Climate Strike in September 2019. Since their inception, the chapter has
focused largely on moving Greenville City Council to adopt the 100% Committed pledge. The city has recently
applied for 2MW of solar power. The chapter currently has active tree, women and girls, presentations, and
environmental justice campaigns. If this is your local chapter, be sure to get involved!
Chapter Leadership:
Tandy Taylor (Chair)
Hirak Pati (Vice Chair and Campaign Chair)
Terry Walker and Clare Carpenter (Campaign Chairs)
Mike Ferney (Communications)
Edward Pickering (Nominations)
JOIN THIS CHAPTER
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24 Hours of Reality: Countdown to the Future
On October 10–11, The Climate Reality Project is presenting 24 Hours of Reality: Countdown to the Future, a
global, digital conversation on the climate crisis and how we solve it.
Click on a link below to learn more about how you can request or attend your own 24 Hours of Reality:
Countdown to the Future presentation.
Learn More Attend a Presentation
No matter where you are in the United States, we hope you’re doing well and staying cool following the recent
extreme weather conditions across the nation and around the world. It’s been a very exciting month in the
Climate Reality Chapters Program – this Chapter Newsletter spotlights some outstanding wins from the last
month, and sets the stage for some events and opportunities for action in the coming weeks.
If you have a win you’d like us to highlight in the coming chapter newsletters, or just have feedback for our
team, please reach out to us at chapters@climatereality.com.
Chapter Training Series
Social Media 101 for Chapters!
Join us for the upcoming Chapter Training Series: Social Media 101 for Chapters on Wednesday, September
15 at 7 PM ET. This Chapter Training Series will provide an overview of how to create and use graphics on
social media, how to engage with Climate Reality’s main social channels, which platforms to use to reach the
most people, a mini Canva tutorial, and more.
Please make sure to register here!
If you’re not able to join us, we will send around a recording and agenda in next month’s Chapter Newsletter.
Let’s get to work!
Resources
To help keep everyone safe while conducting in person events, we’ve created the COVID-19 Event and
Volunteer Guidelines. If you do want to have an in person meeting or event you’ll need to follow these
guidelines for everyone’s safety and get the Volunteer COVID-19 Agreement signed by the chapter members
organizing the event and upload the Volunteer COVID-19 Agreement here. It’s important that your event is
safe for everyone attending and is held in accordance with all applicable local and state guidelines, as well as
venue guidelines, if any, up to the date of your event. Guidelines change frequently.
The Center for International Environmental Law just released its Guiding Questions for Meaningful Public
Participation in a COVID-19 World, showcasing best practices and lessons learned from meetings throughout
the pandemic. It is designed to be used in advocacy efforts to change inadequate policies and by meeting
organizers in their session planning. You can find the full list of guiding questions here.
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Presbyterians for Earth Care (PEC)
https://presbyearthcare.org/
The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) sixth assessment report provides
clear scientific documentation that our world is truly in crisis.
We have reviewed the reporting in a variety of sources and suggest your reading and sharing the following
along with ideas for acting now personally, in your church and our nation.
LEARN: BEST READING ON This NEWS
1. The Guardian has an excellent, short accurate summary.
The Guardian also provides the best coverage in their two articles:
One article provides more details on IPCC science .
While a dramatic headline (“IPCC Reports on Climate Crimes of Humanity: Guilty as Hell”), this second article,
and even the headline, are dead on. It also has a nice biblical ring to it.
2. The unmistakable conclusions and attribution extrapolated from the science in
USA Today is also quite good. The statement "code red for humanity” is not in the report itself but comes from
United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres.
3. Washington Post article is excellent but requires an inexpensive subscription.
4. New York Times article (also needs a subscription) has the most hopeful start of any of them and more
quotes with some degree of optimism.

WHAT TO DO
PRAY
The 2018 edition of the Presbyterian Book of Common Worship has a section on Creation and Ecology, pages
559-590.
Presbyterians for Earth Care has lots of worship-related resources on its website.
Creation Care in Glory to God is a helpful article by David Gambrell.
18 New Hymns on Creation Care by Carolyn Winfrey Gillette, includes her new hymn on Climate Crisis,
“Through Devastating Storms” (hymn text and music video), written for the PEC conference which is also
on the Presbyterian Outlook and Sojourners websites. It also includes the other creation care hymn
sung at the conference (“God, You Made Your Good Creation” hymn text and music video). Carolyn gives
permission for free use of her hymns for creation care.
TEACH
Today’s news is a perfect time to help people learn more, connecting faith to news of the day and
preparing to act.
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Christianity and Climate Crisis is a new series of nine online videos by Christians in Scotland featuring
Katharine Hayhoe, the internationally renowned Christian climate scientist from Texas. The videos are
only six minutes long with excellent content covering important topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What the Bible says about the natural world;
Climate change is a poverty issue,
How to persuade others to care about climate change,
What we can do as a church,
Speaking to other Christians about climate change,
Grateful for fossil fuels but time to move on,
Climate change is a threat multiplier,
There can be a better future and
It is not too late.

What day this week can you show one or more of these at your church (in person or online or
both?)? If not this week, how about next week? Can you invite the public? Others in your
Presbytery? Let the press know about it? You will benefit from the news coverage if you
move quickly NOW. See also the PBS short videos Global Weirding with Katherine Hayhoe.
ACT – Today, Tomorrow, This Week and Coming Weeks
Contact your senators and congressional representatives while they are on break. MomentUs
Summer Campaign - ecoAmerica | The Path to Climate Action
The Moment Is Now to Take Faithful Action for Climate Solutions (Blessed Tomorrow, supported
by PCUSA)
Take Action this August! - CREATION JUSTICE MINISTRIES
Eco-Justice Journey Climate Care Challenge - Eco-Justice Journey (presbyterianmission.org)
Demand Climate Action by the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) has a variety of ideas
from local community to national.
GIVE
Please give financially to the ongoing work of Presbyterians for Earth Care as we help individuals,
churches, presbyteries and our Presbyterian Church (USA). We have lots of work to do and your
financial support truly helps us make a difference. Thank you.
NEED HELP?
Presbyterians for Earth Care is a national eco-justice network that cares for God’s creation by
connecting, equipping, and inspiring Presbyterians to make creation care a central concern of the
church. Please let us know how we can be of help to you in any way. Our email is
presbyearthcare@gmail.com We look forward to hearing from you.
Peace, Rev. Bruce Gillette, Pastor of the First Presbyterian Union Church in Owego, NY.
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https://www.presbyterianmission.org/ministries/environment/
1. The first item to share is this post https://www.presbyterianmission.org/ecojourney/2021/08/10/ipccreport2021/ in response to the UN’s IPCC Report released yesterday. (Special
Thanks to Bruce and Mark from Presbyterians for Earth Care for their work in sending out an email
update with a rich list of resources!)
2. This article from Presbyterian News Service featuring J Herbert’s presentation at PEC’s Conference:
https://www.presbyterianmission.org/story/we-are-tearing-down-the-creation-god-has-given-to-us/
3. The Hunger Program has been featured in this season of a series called Everyday God-talk. This season
is highlighting Climate Change. Learn more about the series here:
https://www.presbyterianmission.org/eco-journey/2021/08/10/egtclimateandfairtrade/
4. A reminder that the PC(USA) Week of Action will be Aug. 23–29, 2021 with the theme “Shades of
Oppression.” You can find more information and ways you can engage at
www.pcusa.org/weekofaction.
Thank you as always for the ways in which you continue to care for creation!
Peace, Jessica Maudlin Phelps (She/Her/Hers)
Associate for Sustainable Living and Earth Care Concerns, Presbyterian Hunger Program
100 Witherspoon Street, Room 3627,
Louisville, KY 40202-1396
Phone: 502-569-5626 ~ 888-728-7228 x 5626
Fax: 502.569.8963
jessica.maudlin@pcusa.org
www.pcusa.org/hunger
The work of the Presbyterian Hunger Program is possible thanks to your gifts to One Great Hour of Sharing.

National Council of Churches of Christ - Eco-Justice Program Office
http://www.creationjustice.org/
If too late for this event, check out this website for poignant actions that you can take!
Join us for a day of action THIS FRIDAY to ask our congressional leaders to invest in climate action
and creation justice.
We are joining people of faith from across the country for a national day of action to urge Congress
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to make climate-smart investments in our communities. Now is the time for a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to invest boldly in climate change mitigation and resilience.
We are asking you to register to join us and other faithful climate advocates, like yourself, for a oneday virtual advocacy action.

Act for Creation. Act for Justice.

A National Faith Call-In Day for Congressional Climate Action
Friday, August 27
Register to participate virtually

By signing up to participate on August 27, you'll be part of a one-day virtual advocacy event.
You'll receive:
• A call and email script to contact your Members of Congress anytime on August 27th
• A toolkit to engage with your Members of Congress over social media.
• An invitation to join us for the "Act for Creation, Act for Justice Launch Event" at 12pm ET on

August 27th featuring interfaith prayer and advocacy training.

This is the moment to act for Creation.
This is the moment to act for Justice.

Register Here

Frontera de Cristo --- Cultivating Relationships and Understanding Across Borders
Mark Adams mark@fronteradecristo.org
August 24, 2021

24 de agosto 2021

Dear sisters and brothers,
Zeyla, our intern who works in spiritual care with the women who are in recovery from addictions to alcohol
and drugs, shared how often the church overlooks or even shuns the very persons that Jesus came to love
and invite into abundant life. She asks us to pray especially for women whose addictions have led to the loss
of custody of their children, for healing from the guilt and pain they feel, for restoration and for another
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opportunity to see their children again.
We are grateful to God for your partnership in this ministry that has been entrusted to us that helps us
accompany those in recovery; welcome the rejected; care for the wounded in body and spirit; educate the
children; build relationships and understanding; and cultivate community across borders.
Peace,
Jocabed Gallegos and Mark Adams
FDC Coordinators

This Year’s Delegation to Chiapas is ON!
November 12-20, 2021

Travel with us in November to visit the coffee farmers in Salvador Urbina, Chiapas, Mexico!
The 2021 Border-to-Border Delegation “Coffee, Migration, and Faith” has just been approved, and the coffee
farmers are excited about receiving us this fall.
We are taking health precautions—requiring participants to be vaccinated against COVID, and wearing masks
in all public places. We will continue to monitor the public health situation here in Arizona, as well as in Chiapas.
If the event ends up having to be cancelled for public health reasons prior to the time we must purchase plane
tickets (the third week of October), your fees will be refunded in full.

Registration is limited to 15 people. To reserve your place, just download and fill in the Individual Registration
Form listed below and send it with your deposit of $200 to Frontera de Cristo, PO Box 1112, Douglas,
AZ 85608. Dates, costs, and an exciting list of activities can be found on the B2B Flyer.
Questions? Contact us at office@fronteradecristo.org.

Individual Registration Form in MS Word format
Individual Registration Form in PDF format

Jubilee House Community – Center for Development in Central America https://jhc-cdca.org/

As part of their 50th Anniversary events, North Anderson Community Church Presbyterian (4200
Liberty Highway, Anderson, SC 29626), will host a sidewalk sale of Central American items to benefit the
Center for Development in Central America (CDCA), a project of the Jubilee House Community, Inc.,
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(JHC), on Sunday, September 19, 2021, following a Special Arts and Music church gathering. Call
Manella at 864-940-6060 for more info.
Our Work in Nicaragua
Nicaragua is the second poorest country in the Americas and Caribbean. In Nicaragua, we work with
communities that live under the burden of poverty to enable them to improve the lives of their people and
hopefully shed that burden.
The Center for Development in Central America (CDCA) is a project of the Jubilee House Community,
Inc., (JHC), which has 501(c)(3) status in the U.S. and International Mission status in Nicaragua. The CDCA’s
goal is to work in partnership with communities and cooperatives to facilitate empowerment. This enables
them to find their own solutions to the problems they identify and connects them with resources to solve their
problems. The place of the CDCA’s staff is not to tell others what to do, but to first listen to the needs and then
respond as we are able, in conjunction with the communities and cooperatives.
The CDCA’s mission is to enable communities to become self-sufficient, sustainable, democratic entities.
In 1994, the CDCA’s work began in Ciudad Sandino, the most densely populated city in Nicaragua, and one of
the poorest. Ciudad Sandino has long been the dumping ground for refugees from natural disasters and violence.
Invited to work with the poor in Ciudad Sandino, the CDCA works in four main areas, integrating appropriate
technology into each of them.
These areas are:
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Agriculture
Sustainable Economic Development
Health Care
Education

For over 26 years, the CDCA has continued to work with local community leadership, building partnerships,
and listening.
The sustainable agriculture and sustainable economic development projects extend across the western side of
Nicaragua. The health work focuses primarily on families living within Ciudad Sandino, while also reaching out
to include those living in neighboring rural communities. Meanwhile, the educational outreach has extended
into the United States, Canada, Northern Ireland, Ireland, and Taiwan, as well as being open and eager to
becoming more global.
The CDCA works to connect Nicaraguans with others from around the world who have access to all types of
resources. Financial resources, professional expertise, time & energy, creative problem-solving, and physical
assistance are all needed. Please help.
Sarah Junkin Woodard
Jubilee House Community, Inc. - Center for Development in Central America
https://donatenow.networkforgood.org/jhc-cdca
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Interfaith Power & Light
http://www.interfaithpowerandlight.org/
http://www.scipl.org/
One more opportunity – October 26!
"Interfaith Power & Light" - 1 new article
1. The Faith Community is Calling for Climate Action- Join
us!
2. More Recent Articles

The Faith Community is Calling for Climate
Action- Join us!
By Tiffany Hartung, Field Director
This month the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change released its dire climate outlook report. We are
witnessing the tragic effects of climate change play out
around the world as climate disasters intensify.
We are in a critical moment: our actions this month could
determine the course of the climate crisis for generations
to come. It’s crucial that Congress deliver a Build Back Better Budget with bold climate investments that match
the scale of the climate crisis and our communities’ needs.
People of faith and conscience across the country will be bringing the moral call for urgent climate action to
Congress during the August recess. Join IPL and our faith community partners in raising your voice and
being visible to Congress this month!
Our spiritual traditions teach us to act with love and compassion to address the crises before us. Now is the time
to call on Congress to address both the climate crisis and environmental justice in our communities.
Join us this month in raising your voice at one of these upcoming faith community actions:
Dayenu Hear the Call events
Our partner Dayenu, a Jewish Call to Climate Action, is hosting a series of public in-person Jewishly-rooted
and multifaith actions across the country. The Hear the Call events are happening throughout the month of Elul
as Jewish communities prepare for the High Holidays. They are showing up at our Senators’ doorsteps to call
them to action with the blasts of the shofar. The aim is to give Senators the courage and moral clarity they need
to pass a just, green recovery. See if there is an event near you to join and help send a strong moral message to
our Senators.
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August 27th –

Act for Creation. Act for Justice: National Faith Call-In Day for Congressional

Climate Action
Join us for a day of action to ask our congressional leaders to invest in climate action and creation justice!
Sign up for this virtual event on August 27th at 12pm Eastern to join people of faith in calling your members of
Congress, asking them to pass a climate budget that includes important, once-in-a-generation investments in
climate change prevention and resilience.
Across our diverse faith traditions, IPL and our partners are united in our call for
significant, bold and ambitious climate investments that create family- and community-sustaining jobs, while
caring for this sacred earth and our neighbors.
Join us in giving our members of Congress the courage and moral clarity to go BIG on climate, passing
infrastructure AND recovery legislation with the maximum funding for climate, care, good jobs, and justice.
Kiss the Ground is a new film how about how regenerating the world’s soils has the potential to rapidly
stabilize Earth’s climate, restore lost ecosystems, and create abundant food supplies. This film explains why
transitioning to regenerative agriculture could be key in rehabilitating the planet, while simultaneously
invigorating a new sense of hope and inspiration in viewers.
Watch the trailer and register to view the film here.
Thanks to a special arrangement with Kiss the Ground and Ro*co films, IPL will offer a free online viewing
period for home viewing from April 10 through April 26. All viewers must register with IPL.
Once you register you will receive a link-to-view for three different versions—the full-length film (84 minutes),
a grower version (45 minutes), and an educational version for schools (45 minutes.)
Please share the link to register. (not the “link to view”) That way we can get an approximate count of
DVDS of Kiss the Ground are still available. – Download free for Formal and Informal School Teachers.
Additionally, we would like to bring to your attention
exclusive access to The Interfaith Power & Light
Network's "Other Die of the Hill" film. This film provides
a hopeful and inspiring look into local leaders in rural
America who are paving the way to climate action.
The film will be available for free online viewing July 1025th. Congregations are encouraged to share the film over
Zoom or stream it for an in-person Covid-safe event.
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More Recent Articles
•
•
•
•
•

Washington Report- August 2021
PA IPL Lobby Meetings Show How Faith Communities are Effective Advocates for Climate Justice
Faith Leaders from Across the Country Call on the Biden Administration to Enact the Strongest Possible Clean
Cars Standards
What Congress does this summer will define the climate trajectory for the pivotal decade to come.
SELC statement on challenge to Virginia’s cap-and-trade program

https://sustainingway.org/

A World Where All Neighborhoods, People and Nature Thrive.
Sustaining Way uses education, collaboration, and advocacy to create sustainable, caring, and equitable
communities for current and future generations.
Sustaining Way was really developed to fill the gaps where other non-profits were not operating in Greenville.
As he investigated Annie’s House, he found that there were non-profits to fill most immediate needs but not one
that looked at the whole neighborhood as a system and connected these various non-profits and organizations to
make the neighborhood more sustainable (i.e. self-supporting and able to provide for its future). To make
Annie’s House a reality he was going to have to start a non-profit, which would also allow the concept of
Annie’s House to be proliferated in the future.

A close look at our Earth!

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/

The latest from NASA's Earth Observatory (24 August 2021)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------* Tournament Earth: The Landsat Games
We started with 32, and now there are four. May the image wavelengths be ever in their favor.
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/tournament-earth?src=eoa-features
-------------------Latest Images:
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/topic/image-of-the-day
* Henri Soaks the Northeast
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https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148742/henri-soaks-the-northeast/?src=eoa-iotd
* Summer Color in Northern Seas
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148705/summer-color-in-northern-seas/?src=eoa-iotd
* Turning on the Lights in Tokyo
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148728/turning-on-the-lights-in-tokyo/?src=eoa-iotd
* California Burning
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148731/california-burning/?src=eoa-iotd
* Tropical Storm Henri
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148735/tropical-storm-henri/?src=eoa-iotd
* Rain and Warmth Trigger More Melting in Greenland
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148720/rain-and-warmth-trigger-more-melting-ingreenland/?src=eoa-iotd
* Storms Churn Around North America
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148725/storms-churn-around-north-america/?src=eoa-iotd
-------------------Recent Blog Posts:
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs
Earth Matters
* August Puzzler
The August 2021 puzzler is out. Your challenge is to use the comments section to tell us what we are looking
at, where it is, and why it is interesting.
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs/earthmatters/2021/08/24/august-puzzler/?src=eoa-blogs
-------------------From our partners at Earthdata
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/
Food Security Data Pathfinder
* NASA helps develop tools to address food security and works with decision-makers and data users to tailor
these tools to specific locations and user needs.
https://go.nasa.gov/3B9ulCm
Satellites Help Improve Crop Yields in India
* Satellites provide crucial information for researchers to monitor and help improve agricultural productivity
in India.
https://go.nasa.gov/3gwQ27n
2021 NORTH ATLANTIC HURRICANE SEASON
Hurricane season in the North Atlantic basin officially begins on June 1 and ends on December 1.
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* Tropical Storm Henri (Image from Aug 20, 2021; Posted Aug 20, 2021)
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148735/tropical-storm-henri/?src=nha
* Storms Churn Around North America (Image from Aug 18, 2021; Posted Aug 18, 2021)
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148725/storms-churn-around-north-america/?src=nha
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SUMMER EXTREMES 2021
Although they can happen any time of the year, here's a look at some extreme events occurring during the
summer months north of the equator.
* Rain and Warmth Trigger More Melting in Greenland (Image from Aug 15, 2021; Posted Aug 18, 2021)
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148720/rain-and-warmth-trigger-more-melting-ingreenland/?src=nha

-- DROUGHT (1 updated event, 1 new image) -2021 DROUGHT IN NORTH AMERICA
Rising global temperatures and long-term rain and snow deficits have parched many states.
* Record Low for Great Salt Lake (Image from Jul 24, 2021; Posted Aug 17, 2021)
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148700/record-low-for-great-salt-lake/?src=nha

-- EARTHQUAKES (1 updated event, 1 new image) -EARTHQUAKE IN HAITI
On August 14, 2021, a magnitude 7.2 earthquake devastated parts of southeastern Haiti.
* Earthquake in Haiti Triggers Landslides (Image from Aug 14, 2021; Posted Aug 16, 2021)
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148713/earthquake-in-haiti-triggers-landslides/?src=nha
--------------------------------------------------------------------NASA Earth Observatory, Where every day is Earth day, https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/
NASA Kids' Club | NASA NASA.gov brings you the latest images, videos and news from America's space agency.
Get the latest updates on NASA missions, watch NASA TV live, and ...
https://www.nasa.gov/kidsclub/index.html

Launch Back to School with NASA
As students across the country are saying goodbye to the summer and hello to a new school year,
we’re gearing up to engage K-12 students in activities and challenges. Check out our many resources
to inspire the next generation of explorers, and help educators and students stay involved in NASA’s
missions.
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Take the Next Giant Leap with Us – With Artemis, NASA will land the first woman and first person of
color on the Moon. This exciting new era is underway and the first uncrewed flight test of our powerful
Space Launch System rocket and Orion spacecraft, Artemis I, will launch later this year. Get involved in
our Artemis Student Challenges.

Look Beyond – The James Webb Space Telescope will be the largest, most powerful and complex
space science observatory ever built. Learn more about how Webb can be used as a window into the
early universe with our STEM Toolkit.

Share Your Earth-Inspired Art – For 50 years, Landsat satellites have collected images of Earth from
space. On Sept. 16, Landsat 9 is scheduled to launch and continue this legacy. Crafters of all ages are
invited to share Landsat-inspired art creations.

Explore More STEM Resources

This Week at NASA

Next Stop: The International Space Station! – New science heads to the space station aboard a
SpaceX cargo resupply mission Saturday, Aug. 28. The Dragon spacecraft will deliver a variety of
investigations, including a study on preventing and treating bone density loss, an investigation that
could detect and mitigate vision disorders, and a new robotic arm demonstration that could reveal
potential uses on Earth, including in disaster relief.

Register to be our Virtual Guest for Launch

Star Trek’s Connection to NASA – 100 years
after Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry was
born, we'll help send his legacy of inspiration,
hope, and diversity out into the cosmos. Tune in
to a special program with Rod Roddenberry,
Gene Roddenberry’s son, George Takei, actor
and activist, Administrator Bill Nelson and some
of NASA’s best and brightest.

Where Food Meets Methane – Methane is a
potent greenhouse gas that can come from a
variety of sources on our planet, including
agriculture. At NASA, our Earth scientists study
the global methane budget to better understand
the primary sources of methane emissions and
how they contribute to climate change.
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Watch the Program On-Demand

Mosquito Challenge – The GLOBE Program
invites citizen scientists from around the world to
help with the Mosquito Habitat Photo Challenge.
Put your camera skills to work and help us
identify mosquito larvae so that we can help
prevent outbreaks of mosquito-borne disease.

About NASA's Eyes on Methane

Come Fly Away with Us – Are you traveling by
air anytime soon? It might not be immediately
visible to you, but every U.S. aircraft and air traffic
control tower uses NASA-developed technology.
In honor of National Aviation Day, join us in
celebrating all things aviation.

Take Part in the Challenge

Explore Flight at NASA

People Profile
Meet Paromita Mitra, a human interface engineer, who works on developing spacesuit technologies for
Lunar and Martian missions at our Johnson Space Center in Houston.
“Getting to be a part of the Artemis Generation and contributing to sending the first woman and person of
color to the Moon, is so innately motivating. Working on the [spacesuit] itself is an exciting challenge. It’s
very cross-disciplinary. There are biomedical problems you’re approaching, there are optical problems,
there are mechanical, electrical, computer science problems.”

Check Out More Faces of NASA

Image Spotlight

Images of knobbly rocks and rounded hills are delighting scientists as our Curiosity rover climbs Mount
Sharp, a mountain within the basin of Mars’ Gale Crater. The rover’s Mast Camera, or Mastcam,
highlights those features in a panorama captured July 3, 2021. Credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS

Explore NASA
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https://www.nature.org

A young Florida panther stands at the edge of a busy highway waiting for his moment to dart across. On the other side,
he can establish new territory and a find a mate. But dodging speeding cars and heavy traffic is a matter of life or death.
And sadly, it's a risk he must take.
Vehicle collisions cause more than 1 million wildlife deaths every year. But it doesn't have to be this way. Wildlife
crossings, activated warning signs and animal detection systems can drastically reduce wildlife-vehicle collisions, saving
the lives of animals and drivers.
That's why Congress must include strong funding for wildlife crossings in the transportation bill. These
investments can protect Florida panthers and other wildlife from needless deaths. Add your name now to call on
Congress to take action.
For the endangered Florida panther already teetering on the edge of extinction, fatal traffic collisions could push them
to the brink. Only 180 of these elusive cats remain on Earth, and traffic deaths kill more than 10 percent of the
population each year.
Unchecked development has boxed Florida panthers into small fragments of habitat, forcing them to cross busy roads
and highways to find new territory. That's why as Congress plans for more roads that break up habitat and open spaces,
it's critical that funding for wildlife underpasses, overpasses and detection systems are a priority.
Send your message today to urge elected leaders to protect wildlife in the transportation bill.
And, there’s more Congress can do for wildlife (and people!) in the transportation bill, too, such as conserve and restore
habitat, make our nation more resilient, and fight climate change. For example, promoting natural infrastructure can
help protect us from flooding and storms while providing benefits for wildlife, clean water and outdoor recreation.
We're counting on supporters like you to take action now to save wildlife from needless traffic deaths. Florida panthers
and so many other animals need your voice before it's too late.
Lynn Scarlett, Chief External Affairs Officer, The Nature Conservancy

http://justiceunbound.org/

church in the public square climate change community organizing divestment
eco-justice economic justice in action economics ecumenical Ecumenism education environment environmental
action advent
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spirituality food justice GA221 GA222 gender

justice immigration Indigenous Rights Israel LGBTQQI mission
music Office of Public Witness palestine peace peacemaking poetry poverty alleviation prayer

Presbyterian Church (USA) General Assembly Racial Justice racism
scripture seminary sermon sexuality theological education United Nations urban ministry white privilege Women's
Rights worship resources young adults
National Audubon Society (http://www.audubon.org/)
We protect birds and the places they need.
• Climate
389 | North American bird species are threatened by climate change
• Coasts
1,100 | Number of coastal sites where Audubon works
• Water
200,000 | Acre-feet of water set aside for conservation purposes along the Colorado River
• Working Lands
1.9M | Acres of farmland under bird-friendly land management practices
• Bird-Friendly Communities
400,000 | Native plants planted by Audubon members
More Areas of Focus
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Audubon Network
Equity, Diversity & Inclusion
Conservation Policy & Advocacy
Campus Chapters
Audubon Science
International

Special Initiatives
•
•

Migratory Bird Initiative
The Audubon Mural Project
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•

Survival By Degrees

Help Birds With Native Plants
Search our database to find native plants for your ZIP code »

Audubon Society of South Carolina (http://sc.audubon.org/)
If you are stuck indoors and need a birdy-distraction, For the Love of Birds is a beautiful
page filled with Audubon South Carolina’s favorite bird photos, videos, and stories!
You are what hope looks like to a bird.
Audubon members protect birds. Join today
•
•
•

Help power unparalleled conservation work for birds across the Americas
Stay informed on important news about birds and their habitats
Receive reduced or free admission across our network of centers and sanctuaries

Where Your Voice is Needed
•
•
•

Defend the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Help Reverse the Seabird Crisis
Protect Birds From Climate Change

More Ways to Help
•
•
•
•

Become a Bird Advocate
Find an Audubon Near You
Make Your Home Bird-Friendly
Plant Native Plants

---https://www.audubon.org/get-outside/activities/audubon-for-kids
In many ways every child is born a scientist—exploring their world, leading small experiments,
asking questions, searching for answers. That innate curiosity and drive to inquiry is what
Rachel Carson, the groundbreaking conservationist and author, called a sense of wonder. “A
child’s world is fresh and new and beautiful, full of wonder and excitement,” she wrote. “It is
our misfortune that for most of us that clear-eyed vision, that true instinct for what is
beautiful and awe-inspiring, is dimmed and even lost before we reach adulthood.
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Do you love animals, including wildlife? Then you just might want to get to know the wildlife you probably see
every day: birds. There are many special things about birds. For one, they have feathers. No other animal has
them. Birds come in an amazing variety of colors and sizes. That’s another special thing about birds—diversity.
How do you describe a bird? You may describe its colors and color pattern, the size and shape of the beak, or
what its legs and feet look like. These are called field marks. Field marks are clues that people use to help them
identify a bird. When you become comfortable recognizing field mark clues, you can begin to identify specific
kinds of birds. So, grab a field guide or open an app, or go outside if you can. When you spot a bird, take a
closer look.

The National Wildlife Federation
Through our hands-on programs, policy work, community outreach, and more, we forge a conservation army of millions
of people that work each day to build a better future for both people and wildlife—because in saving wildlife, we save
ourselves. https://www.nwf.org/
https://blog.nwf.org/topics/wildlife-facts/
https://blog.nwf.org/topics/conservation/
https://blog.nwf.org/topics/garden-habitats/
https://blog.nwf.org/topics/students-and-nature/
https://blog.nwf.org/topics/students-and-nature/
https://blog.nwf.org/2020/07/the-links-incorporated-and-garden-for-wildlife-support-stem-education-for-black-andother-minority-youth/

https://www.nwf.org/en/Kids-and-Family/Connecting-Kids-and-Nature
Green Hour Program
The National Wildlife Federation’s Green Hour program is designed to encourage, parents, schools,
childcare centers, park agencies, camps, grandparents, and others to adopt a goal of an hour per day of
time for children to play and learn outdoors in nature.
The idea of a "green" hour comes from research on creative play and health by the Centers for Disease
Control and the Academy of America Pediatrics. Research also shows the best way to connect young
people to a lifelong concern for nature, wildlife, and the outdoors is through regular positive experiences.
Older Green Hour program resources:
•
•
•
•
•

Parent and caregiver support—Green Hour Tips and Resources
Greener childcare centers—ECHO program and Nature Play Space Guidelines
Park agencies—National Recreation Park Association partnership
Nature time with Ranger Rick—Ranger Rick’s Kids Support
Kids Hook on Fishing—Guide to a Great Fishing Experiences
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•

Educator tools and programs

National Environmental Education Foundation
https://www.neefusa.org/
National Public Lands Day (NPLD) Signature Event Takes Viewers on a Virtual, Musical Tour of Select US National Parks

Resources and Opportunities
Online accessibility to locate trails, parks, recreational facilities, etc:
https://www.sctrails.net/trails
SC Health and Planning Toolkit
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiH6
KHflLvxAhWwneAKHe3iBNwQFjABegQIBhAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.scdhec.gov%2Fsi
tes%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2FLibrary%2FSCHealthPlanningToolkit.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1jNefwQn0
BWOWI1aWS5fO2
Want to find local produce and free range beef and chicken products, check out the website:
http://www.certifiedscgrown.com/.
This website allows a search by SC county and type of products, other options as well. The
Certified South Carolina program is an exciting cooperative effort among producers,
processors, wholesalers, retailers and the South Carolina Department of Agriculture (SCDA)
to brand and promote South Carolina products. Our goal is for consumers to be able to easily
identify, find and buy South Carolina products.

Join in on Facebook:
God has provided us with a vibrant world in which to live. He wants us to appreciate and take
care of His Creation, which includes each of us as well!

https://www.facebook.com/Stewardship-of-Creation-Foothills-Presbytery-SC138564229544090/
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…… is an environmental education experience that will
travel to your site.

VBS, Festivals, Specific designed Classes, and more!
For more information, email Manella Calhoun and/or other Board of Directors at
crittersandmore8@gmail.com.
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/crittersandmoreonthego/
Website

https://crittersandmoreonthego.org/
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